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Provenance: The original files originate from the "Sección 2a" of the Archivo General 
Militar de Guadalajara in Spain.  The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum 
Archives received the collection via the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum 
International Archives Project in Aug. 2005. 
 
Restrictions on access: No restrictions on access. 
  
Restrictions on use:  No restrictions on use.  Fair use only. 
 
Organization and arrangement:  Organized in the following order: Paper copies 
organized in four sub-series: RG-36.003M*01, Name lists of inmates "A-C" also with 
names beginning with "K"; RG-36.003M*02, Name lists of inmates "CH -I"; RG-
36.003M*03, Name lists of inmates "J-P", also includes some names beginning with "K 
and Q"; RG-36.003M*04, Name lists of inmates "R - Z";  Arrangement is mainly 
alphabetical. 
 
Language:  Spanish. 
 
Preferred citation: Standard citation for the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum 
Collections Division, Archives Branch. 
 
Scope and content: The collection contains lists of prisoners in the Miranda de Ebro 
Camp; 1940-1947 Miranda was the central camp in Spain for foreign prisoners.  This 
camp was used for several kinds of prisoners. The three main categories were: 
international brigadiers (captured during the Civil War); male prisoners who illegally 
crossed the border (women were not held in military camps, but provincial prisons); and 
German military personnel and German collaborators interned in the so-called Campo 
Aleman.  Some of the inmates were Jews.  The photocopied lists include the name plus 
nationality of inmates.   
*Note: Besides the name lists, which the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum had 
reproduced, there are other documents at the source archives for which reproduction was 
prohibited. Some of those files might contain only a single document (E.g. the 
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registration card of the camp), while others contain up to a maximum of ten documents 
(E.g. registration card; police report, personal correspondence; visa and embassy papers). 
All registration cards contain: surname, given name, place and date of birth, age, marital 
status, pre-war residence, profession, name of father, place of arrest and imprisonment in 
Spain before Miranda, registration date in Miranda. Some of files also contain a category 
why the prisoner has been detained, his intended destination and date of release. 
 
Inventory:  
 
Box 1: 
 
Folder 1 
RG-36.003*01 
Name lists of inmates in alphabetical order (A to C): last name, first name and nationality 
Contains also names beginning with K instead of C: Abadie-Criado 
 
Folder 2 
RG-36.003*02 
Telegram to the director of the Military Archives, 1957; 
Name lists of inmates in alphabetical order (CH to I): last name, first name and 
nationality 
Chavot-Izquierdo 
 
Folder 3 
RG-36.003*03 
Name lists of inmates in alphabetical order (J to P): last name, first name and nationality 
Javaux-Poussade 
At the end of the files there are also some names beginning with K or Q: Javaux-
Quittelier 
 
Folder 4 
RG-36.003*04 
Name lists of inmates in alphabetical order (R to Z): last name, first name and nationality 
Raab-Zlato 
  
*Note: Additional inventory of names located on two floppy discs with dBase III:  
Contains 15 412 names of prisoners. The list in dBase III is more comprehensive and 
contains15,412 names (last name, middle name if available, first name), but no 
nationalities are given. 
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